Campbell, Williams  
March 14, 1855

Dear Friend,

Yours truly,

Carrie E. land in this time
I was greatly delighted with him
from time to time. The book
that is yet come, but have no
doubt it will come in a few
days. Thence increasing obliged
with gratitude to you, they ever
steadfast friend,

You ask information which I
forebore to give, ie homewards
the yards have made sad
and work there to complete
destruction of almost every
thing. The furniture, the stuff
have supplied themselves with ten
from your plantation. Several of
the young horses have not gone
far from home. The whole
place according to the account I
have just received, presents a
most melancholy scene, tho'
these maliciously driven
The garden once so beautiful now
Spank'd down. Everything
changed. The library went
carted away to Plymouth
some where Transferred to Yankee
down. Strange little inscriptions to
This woman or children. This weapon
account is shocking I can get
your family. Goddard R. Phelps